# Programs for international admissions (academic year 2020/2021)

**Bachelor**

**School of Science and Engineering**
- BS in Computer Science
- BS in Computer Engineering
- BS in Petroleum Engineering
- BS in Chemical Engineering
- BS in Mechanical Engineering
- BS in Civil Engineering
- BS in Electronics

**School of Humanities, Education, and Social Sciences**
- BA in Political Science
- BA in International Relations
- BA in Area Studies (European Studies)
- BA in Philology: English Language and Literature
- BA in English Language teaching
- BA in Elementary Education

**School of Economics and Management**
- BBA (General)
- BBA in Management
- BBA in Marketing
- BS in Economics
- BBA in Finance
- BBA in Accounting
- BBA in Tourism

**Master**

**School of Science and Engineering**
- MS in Computer Engineering
- MS in Computer Science (Software of Computer Systems and Networks)
- MS in Computer Science (Informatics)
- MS in Petroleum Engineering (Oil and Gas Reservoir Engineering)

**School of Humanities, Education, and Social Sciences**
- MA in Political Science (World Political Processes)
- MA in Political Science (Conflict studies)
- MA in Area Studies (European Studies)
- MA in International Relations and Diplomacy
- MA in History and Theory of International Relations
- MA in Linguistics
- MA in Psychology (Clinical Psychology)
- MA in Educational Management

**School of Economics and Management**
- MBA in Management
- MBA in Finance
- MBA in Accounting
- MBA in Marketing
- MBA in Tourism and Hotel Management
- MBA in Project Management
- MS in Finance (Financial Management)

**PhD**

- PhD in Computer Science
- PhD in Biochemistry
- PhD in Nanotechnology
- PhD in Molecular Biology
- PhD in Development and Exploitation of Oil and Gas Fields
- PhD in Economics
- PhD in Organization and Management of Enterprises
- PhD in Germanic Languages
- PhD in Comparative Linguistics
- PhD in World Literature
- PhD in Educational Administration (Organization and Planning)
- PhD in Construction Materials and Products
- PhD in International Relations
- PhD in Political Theory
- PhD in Psychology
- PhD in Analysis and Functional Analysis
- PhD in Differential Equations
- PhD in World Economy